Broadcasting Mp3 Audio Via Computer, The Looney Tune World Of Podcasting
by Sunny Hills

Podcasting is a new form of fun stuff to do on the computer. The ipod was made for music downloads, but the
reality is that it has created a launch of mini shows, that are uncut and cheap to produce. Every event you can
imagine is a potential contender as a reality radio broadcast show from Rio to Cape Cod, and from Boston to
Broadway.
CB Radio,i.e. Ham Radio, was developed as radio for the people, but now another page in the consumer
notebook of modern history has turned. Any music concert can become an mp3, whether it's by players like
Eminem & 50 Cent or Country Music and guitar songs dedicated to Andy Griffith. Mp3 audio can include a
report from a reality tv show to a Las Vegas show, to a Looney Toon review, and it can range from humor to
commentaries on the weather, Oprah Winfrey & American Idol, the Titanic, the Da Vinci Code, or even a live
sex show in harmony hall. They're all now available as a downloadable music composition, a video or even a
slide show on your computer, and i wouldn't be surprised if some of these shows show up on Sirius radio, XM
radio or other satellite radio shows, conventional radio or even on tv.
The iPod is a creative way to download digital music automatically via computer around the clock, by virtue
of podcasting. This is not about downloading online music onto your computer via music file sharing. This is
about the bone thug across the street writing a music lyric on his computer calling it a skin tune by Frankie J &
Lil Jon Luny Mas, and with no harmony or melody, having a ball, because some stranger in central Louisville
looking for cheap music downloads records it to his mp3 player while waiting for a pizza delivery.
The Apple iPod is not a technology whose life is limited to a trade show display. It's in the hands of the
people. Podcasting is way bigger than two way radio or any online computer game, and it's not limited to the
iPod mp3 player or even the Rio sport mp3 player. Newer models are creating competition and getting
cheaper, just like all computer technology always does. Just look at the DVD player.
iPod is getting the credit, but Adam Curry, former music video dj and MTV host in the 1980's, is the central
player in RSS (Real Simple Syndication). A music download to a mini portable mp3 player is not new, the
iPod buzz is. Podcasting is going to be big.
I feel lucky to have gotten in on it at an eary stage, with my daily podcast sunny thought of the day. It
supplements my free affirmations by e-mail. So now you have 2 free ways to get positive thinking from me. I
was interviewed last month in the Honolulu Star Bulletin, who told me i was the only daily podcaster in the
state of Hawaii. Since then, I've found out I'm one of only a handful who podcast daily in the entire world. I
was even interviewed by Positive Purpose radio host Kevin McDonald, on KLAY AM radio in the Seattle
area, 5 times. Those shows were all podcast internationally, too.
Welcome to the future! It's evolving one day at a time. Why not hit the computer airwaves yourself, and start
podcasting today!
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